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players assume the role of a paratrooper behind enemy lines during d-day. medal of honor allied assault offers a behind-the-scenes look at
battle tactics, weapons and equipment, and the challenges of single-player game design. allied assault is set during the second year of the

war and is a sequel to medal of honor: frontline. it features a more realistic level design than the frontline counterpart. the game takes place
in the european theater and focuses on the war in the mediterranean region of north africa. the game features content similar to the

frontline game, with cutscenes, maps, and missions. the game is also a full single-player campaign, co-op, and skirmish mode. medal of
honor allied assault is the first medal of honor game not to be developed by raven software, who were the developers of the frontline game.

medal of honor allied assault is the first medal of honor game developed by the new studio, 2015, inc. the frontline game series was
developed by raven software and published by electronic arts. medal of honor allied assault was a bit different from the frontline series

because, it is a first-person shooter game. unlike the frontline game, the allied assault game allows the player to experience the war in 1944
and it features the missions from the medal of honor film. the game features a 3rd-person perspective, realistic environments and realistic
weapons. the game has a wide variety of missions, ranging from simple to intense. there are more than thirty missions in the game. there
are five game modes and the player can also create custom scenarios. the game features a level editor. the player can also compare his

performance with other players online.
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